DECLARATION OF COMMITMENT TO THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION ON THE EUROPEAN CHARTER FOR RESEARCHERS AND THE CODE OF CONDUCT FOR THE RECRUITMENT OF RESEARCHERS

The Foundation of Biomedical Research of Niño Jesus Hospital (FIBHNJS), fully supports the Commission Recommendation on the European Charter for Researchers and the Code of Conduct for the Recruitment of Researchers.

FIBHNJS follows the stated principles for the recruitment of researchers. Its human resources policies promote transparency, accessibility, equality and the pursuit of excellence in the recruitment of researchers. FIBHNJS will continue to act to guarantee dissemination and exploitation of researcher results.

By adhering to these recommendations, FIBHNJS wishes to create an adequate framework for researchers and to contribute to enhance the prestige and attractiveness of the Research Career in the European Research Area.

Madrid, March 02th 2018

Dña. Verónica García Martínez

Director of FIBHNJS